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Summary
The market for alternative energy is growing throughout Europe, this includes the wood energy
market. The market for wood energy has evolved from rural area traditional wood fuel use to
modern wood chip and pellets technologies that require adequate supply chains, trade and
marketing mechanisms. This largely explains how these “relationship” based market
transactions began, as foresters and forest owners relied upon their personal contacts of
regional wood energy companies to remove this material. This process of trade and price
discovery was, and often still largely is, relying on localized, one-to-one personal relationships
for buying/selling of wood energy feedstock now limits or constrains the market for functioning in
an efficient manner with respect to the main aspects: the optimization, i.e. minimization of
supply costs due to transport costs of material and machinery. This optimization is only possible
if the location and the price of all material on the market is known to the demand side and the
adequate market prices are established. This inefficiency in how the price discovery process
occurs likewise leads to a broader market coordination loss resulting from how wood material
flows from the forest to end-users. These authors maintain that this disorganization loss is
large, especially when measured at the market level and across a broad geographical level and

ultimately limits the market for wood energy throughout Europe. This research paper offers an
alternative and illustrates this market inefficiency through development of an optimization model
that characterizes biomass flows given existing “relationship” based price discovery and that of
an “online” auction. This is developed from data of existing bioenergy firms operating in
southern Germany.
Methodology
The supply shipment problem can be viewed as a transshipment problem of operations
research, where there are available supply points (energy wood piles) located in or near the
forest, bioenergy firms that choose among the available wood piles (storage terminals) and final
wood chip customers who are supplied from either the firm or directly from the supply points,
depending on customer requirements. In this transshipment model, trucks collect piles from
supply points and delivers either to bioenergy firms or directly to the customers. The simulation
of the real problem is set by using mixed integer programming methodology and optimally
choosing over those available supply points which minimize total transportation costs (truck
travel cost, wood chipper cost, chipper relocation cost) while satisfying monthly customer wood
chip demand.
Data Collection
In the simulation models, it is aimed to represent real-world conditions in south-western
Germany. Three bioenergy firms are located in the model based upon characteristics consistent
with currently operating wood energy firms. For the current market functioning, supply points
and the customers of the bioenergy firms are located in their certain proximity.
The data used in simulations are acquired through the interviews conducted with a bioenergy
firm in the region. In the interviews, the monthly demand amount of the customers, either small
or big, is asked considering the seasonality effect. Also, the supply volume at each location is
based upon the interviews with the bioenergy firm. The cost parameters used in the model are
obtained based on the trucks that local bioenergy firm uses. The distance and time to travel
information from and to each supply point and firm and customer are calculated in ArcGIS,
based on the interviews that were held with local bioenergy firm.
Findings
Two different scenarios are created in the simulation model, one for the current market
functioning in the region, where each firm have limited number of supply points per each month
and predetermined number of customers with their monthly demands. In this scenario, firms try
to optimize their total operating costs given available supply. The second scenario represents
the online auction model, where the firms have the complete information of the available supply
in that particular month, giving the firms more flexibility on optimizing the operating costs.
In both simulation models, three bioenergy firms are simulated. Each firm has the same number
of supply points and the same number of customers. With their trucks and chippers, firms can
collect piles from supply points and, either bring them to the firm or directly transport to final
customers, if the customer is a heat plant. Operation costs consist of chipping cost, chipper
relocation cost and truck transport cost.

It has been observed that in the online auction model, each firm faces an increased set of
supply points, many of which are closer and more optimal for their operations. Hence, this
reduces the miles travelled for chip trucks and minimizes the chipper relocation giving a
minimized total cost for each firm.
Discussion
The comparison of the two scenarios shows a substantial cost reduction effect due to logistical
efficiency gains. Such efficiency gains and cost-reductions can be achieved simply by greater
marketing transparency on the supply side.
It can be concluded that online auction portals have the potential to strongly improve the
competitiveness of biomass in regions where such portals are established.
It can also be commented that the percentage savings on operating costs highly depend on the
supply base of the first scenario. In the first scenario, the supply points are configured in a
certain perimeter of the firms. Different supply base configurations in current market functioning
scenario will essentially change the percentage on savings. Alternative scenarios, like different
market powers of the firms, more firms in the market and different geographic configurations of
the firms, where the supply points and customers are located far away from the firm, should also
be tried out.
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